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We investigate the predictions of Einsteinian Cubic Gravity (ECG) for the lensing effects due to
supermassive black holes at the center of Milky Way and other galaxies. Working in the context of
spherical symmetry, we obtain the metric function from a continued fraction method and find that
both time delays and the angular positions of images considerably deviate from general relativity,
as large as milliarcseconds. This suggests that observational tests of ECG are indeed feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION
The deflection of light near a massive body is one of
the main implications of general relativity (GR) and its
investigation in the weak field regime has a history of
nearly one century [1–3]. In the strong field regime the
study of gravitational lensing traces back to the work of
Darwin [4, 5], who studied the deflection of light near the
Schwarzschild black hole. Lensing effects in strong grav-
itational fields were resurrected in [6], where the authors
investigated the infinite number of images on each side of
the optical axis of a Schwarzschild black hole and called
them relativistic images. It was later shown [7] that it is
not necessary for the lens to be a black hole to produce
relativistic images; rather, any sufficiently compact ob-
ject could create relativistic images. A detailed study of
relativistic images presented in [8] showed that the time
delay between the outermost two relativistic images could
be used to obtain a very accurate value of the mass of
the black hole. Furthermore, given the mass, the angular
separation between relativistic images would give us the
distance to the black hole.
In this paper we investigate the gravitational lensing
(GL) of black holes in Einsteinian cubic gravity (ECG).
ECG is the unique cubic theory of gravity that shares
its graviton spectrum with Einstein gravity and has a
dimension-independent coupling constant [9]. The La-
grangian density of this theory is given by
L = 1
2κ
[−2Λ +R] + β1χ4 + κ [β2χ6 + λP] , (1)
where χ4 and χ6 are, respectively, four- and six-
dimensional Euler densities and correspond to the usual
Lovelock terms, and
P = 12R ρ σµ ν R γ δρ σ R µ νγ δ +RρσµνRγδρσRµνγδ
−12RµνρλRµρRνσ + 8RνµRρνRµρ . (2)
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Up to cubic order in curvature, ECG is the most general
theory of gravity that admits a static spherically symmet-
ric solution characterized by a single metric function [10].
In (3+1) dimensions the terms proportional to β1 and β2
have no effect on the field equations. However the new
term P does, and retains the interesting properties noted
above. ECG is thus singled out as a unique generalization
of Einstein gravity in 3 spatial dimensions with terms cu-
bic in the curvature but possessing only a single coupling
constant.
For these reasons we regard ECG as a phenomenologi-
cal competitor to GR that merits further study. Recently,
we have obtained an approximate analytical solution to
ECG in four dimensions by employing continued fraction
method [11]. This solution holds everywhere outside the
horizon and can be used in the same way as analytical
solution. In this paper we use the continued fraction so-
lution of [11] to study the gravitational lensing in ECG,
and investigate its observational signature.
We note that GL effects have been studied for
many different black holes in GR and alternative the-
ories [12–20], with the strong field limit approximation
of Bozza [21, 22] employed throughout. Although use-
ful, Bozza’s analytical treatments have been criticized for
their accuracy [8]. We shall therefore use the numerical
method of [6] to study GL by black holes in ECG.
Our most interesting finding is that the difference be-
tween the angular positions of primary and secondary
images in ECG and GR could be as large as milliarcsec-
onds. Also, the predicted values of time delay between
these images are different in GR and ECG, and the dif-
ference could be as large as seconds. These suggest that
observational tests of ECG are indeed feasible.
The outline of our paper is as follows. In the next sec-
tion we review our continued fraction method to find the
approximate analytic spherically symmetric solution to
ECG. In Sec. III we use the Lagrangian of massless par-
ticle to obtain equations needed to investigate the lensing
effects. This would include the relation for the bending
angle, time delay and magnification of images. We use
these equations in Sec. IV to study GL of SMBHs, for
Sgr A* and those at the centers of 13 other galaxies. We
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2conclude our paper in Sec. V. We will work in units where
G = c = 1.
II. BLACK HOLE SOLUTION IN EINSTEINIAN
CUBIC GRAVITY
In this section we briefly review the continued fraction
solution for the metric function of ECG obtained in [11].
We restrict ourselves to asymptotically flat, static and
spherically symmetric vacuum black holes with the line
element
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2). (3)
Substitute this metric into the Lagrangian (1), the field
equation for Einsteinian cubic gravity reads [23]
− (f − 1)r − λ
[
f ′3
3
+
1
r
f ′2 − 2
r2
f(f − 1)f ′
− 1
r
ff ′′(rf ′ − 2(f − 1))
]
= 2M, (4)
where f stands for f(r) and a prime denotes differenti-
ation with respect to r. The constant of integration M
appearing on the right-hand side of (4) can be shown to
be the physical mass of the black hole [9, 23, 24]. Also,
we will assume λ > 0 in what follows.
Consider the near horizon series expansion of the met-
ric function:
fnh(r) = 4piT (r − r+) +
n=∞∑
n=2
an(r − r+)n , (5)
which ensures that the metric function vanishes linearly
at the horizon (r = r+), and T = f
′(r+)/4pi is the Hawk-
ing temperature. By substituting this ansatz into the
field equations (4), we can find the temperature and mass
in terms of r+ and the coupling λ:
M =
r3+
12λ2
[
r6+ + (2λ− r4+)
√
r4+ + 4λ
]
,
T =
r+
8piλ
[√
r4+ + 4λ− r2+
]
. (6)
One then finds that a2 is left undetermined by the field
equations, while all an for n > 2 are determined by
(rather messy) expressions involving T , M , r+, and a2.
The asymptotic solution to (4) is [11, 24]
f(r) ≈ 1− 2M
r
− 36λM
2
r6
+
184
3
λM3
r7
+O
(
M3λ2
r11
)
, (7)
and to bridge the gap between this solution and the near
horizon approximation, one can numerically solve the
equations of motion in the intermediate regime. This is
done by picking, for a given value of M and λ, a value for
a2 and using it in the near horizon expansion to obtain
the initial data
f(r+ + ) = 4piT+ a2
2 ,
f ′(r+ + ) = 4piT + 2a2 , (8)
where  is some small, positive quantity. A satisfactory
solution is the one that agrees with the asymptotic ex-
pansion at a sufficiently large distance from the black
hole.
In practice we find that this only happens for a unique
value of a2 which we denoted by a
?
2 [11]. By fitting the
numerical results we find
a?2
(
z = λ/M4
) ≈ − 1
M2
1 + 2.1347z + 0.0109172z2
4 + 15.5284z + 8.03479z2
,
(9)
which is accurate to three decimal places or better in the
interval λ/M4 ∈ [0, 5].
Now, to obtain an analytic solution with the contin-
ued fraction method, we first compactify the spacetime
interval outside of the horizon by using the coordinate
x = 1− r+/r, and rewriting the metric function as
f(x) = x
[
1− ε(1− x) + (b0 − ε)(1− x)2 + B˜(x)(1− x)3
]
,
(10)
where
B˜(x) =
b1
1 +
b2x
1 +
b3x
1 + · · ·
(11)
is a continued fraction whose coefficients are to be deter-
mined from the field equations. Substituting the asymp-
totic (near x = 1) expansion of (10) into the field equa-
tion (4) yields
ε =
2M
r+
− 1, b0 = 0 . (12)
Next, expanding (10) near the horizon (x = 0), the re-
maining coefficients can be fixed in terms of T , M , r+
and one free parameter, b2. We find
b1 = 4pir+T +
4M
r+
− 3, (13)
while b2 is related to the coefficient a2 appearing in the
near horizon expansion (5) by
b2 = −
r3+a2 + 16pir
2
+T + 6(M − r+)
4pir2+T + 4M − 3r+
. (14)
All higher order coefficients are then determined by the
field equations in terms of T , M , r+ and b2 (or, equiv-
alently, a2). Since b2 is not fixed by the field equations
its value must be manually input into the continued frac-
tion. The appropriate thing to do is to use the value
3of a?2 (as determined through the numerical method) in
Eq. (14). While the numerical integration of the field
equations is very sensitive to the precision with which a?2
is specified, the continued fraction is much less so, and
a good approximation is obtained even with just a few
accurate digits.
III. BLACK HOLE LENSING
In this section we obtain some basic equations needed
to study gravitational lensing by black holes. For the line
element (3), the Lagrangian is given by
2L = gµν x˙µx˙ν = −f t˙2 + r˙
2
f
+ r2 sin2(ϑ)φ˙2. (15)
We assume that the observer, black hole, and the source
lie on the equatorial plane ϑ = pi/2. We can then write
the constants of motion as
E = −∂L
∂t˙
= f t˙, Lz = −∂L
∂φ˙
= −r2φ˙. (16)
For null geodesics we have L = 0, and Eq. (15) can be
written in the following form
1
fr2
(
dr
dφ
)2
=
r2
f
E2
L2z
− 1. (17)
At the radius of closest approach r = r0, we have
dr
dφ = 0,
so from the r.h.s. of Eq. (17) we find E2/L2z = f0/r
2
0,
where f0 is the value of the metric function at r = r0.
Then, we can write Eq. (17) as
dφ
dr
=
1
r
√(
r
r0
)2
f0 − f
. (18)
A schematic diagram of the lensing effect is presented in
Fig. 1. Dd and Dds represent, respectively, the distance
of the lens (L) from the observer (O) and the source
(S). We assume that Dd, Dds  r0, so, we can write
the deflection angle as [25]
αˆ(r0) = 2
∫ ∞
r0
dr
r
√(
r
r0
)2
f0 − f
− pi. (19)
Now, let us write Eq. (15) for the null geodesic in the
form:
1
f2
(
dr
dt
)2
= 1− f
r2
L2z
E2
. (20)
Since drdt = 0 at r = r0 we obtain
dt
dr
=
1
f
√
1− ( r0r )2 ff0 . (21)
I
S
L O
DdDds
FIG. 1. The lens diagram: As the light ray pass the black
hole it deflects by an angle αˆ. Those rays which pass closer to
the black hole would have a larger deflection angle. If αˆ > 2pi,
the corresponding light ray winds the black hole at least once,
before reaching the observer. These rays would make the
relativistic images. Here S, I, O, and L stand, respectively,
for the source, image, observer, and the lens which is a black
hole in our study. β is the actual angular position fo the source
w.r.t. the line of sight to the black hole. θ is the angular
position of the image. Dd and Dds represent, respectively, the
distance from lens to observer and from lens to the source.
The difference between the time for the photons to travel
the physical path from the source to the observer and the
time it takes to reach the observer in flat spacetime, i.e.
when there is no black hole between the source and the
observer, is referred to as the time delay. Using Eq. (21)
the time delay of an image is given by
τ(r0) =
[∫ rs
r0
dr +
∫ ro
r0
dr
]
1
f
√
1− ( r0r )2 ff0 −Ds secβ,
(22)
where Ds = Dd + Dds is the distance from observer to
the source, rs =
√
D2ds +D
2
s tan
2 β, and ro = Dd, with
β the angular position of the source.
The image angular position, θ, obeys the following re-
lation
tanβ = tan θ −D [tan θ + tan(αˆ− θ)] , (23)
which is known as the lens equation [6], where D =
Dds/Ds. The impact parameter is given by [26]
J =
r0√
f0
= Dd sin θ, (24)
and the image magnification by
µ =
(
sinβ
sin θ
dβ
dθ
)−1
. (25)
To find the magnification, µ, we need the first derivative
4of the deflection angle w.r.t. θ
dαˆ
dθ
=
dαˆ
dr0
dr0
dθ
. (26)
Given the metric function, we can obtain dr0dθ from Eq.
(24). The derivative dαˆdr0 is a bit tricky. Let us write the
deflection angle as
αˆ(r0) = 2
∫ C
r0
dr
r
√F − pi, (27)
where F =
(
tr
r0
)2
f0 − f(tr). We will take t → 1 and
C →∞ at the end of our calculations. Using the Leibniz
integral rule we find
dαˆ(r0)
dr0
= −2 1
r0
√
tf0 − f(tr0)
+ 2
∫ C
r0
∂
∂r0
(
1
r
√F
)
dr,
(28)
in which the second term can be written as
−
∫ C
r0
1
rF3/2
∂F
∂r0
dr = 2
∫ C
r0
1
r
∂
∂r
(
1√F
)
∂F
∂r0
∂r
∂F dr,
which, by integrating by parts, gives a term that cancels
the first term in Eq. (28) at the limits t→ 1 and C →∞.
We are then left with
dαˆ(r0)
dr0
= −2
∫ ∞
r0
dr√F
∂F˜
∂r
, (29)
with
F˜ = 1
r
∂F
∂r0
∂r
∂F . (30)
In the following sections we use these results to study
the gravitation lensing effects by black holes in general
relativity as well as ECG.
IV. LENSING BY SUPERMASSIVE BLACK
HOLES
In this section we study the lensing effects by the su-
permassive black holes (SMBHs) at the center of the
Milky Way and 13 other galaxies. Our aim is to com-
pare the lensing predictions of GR with those of ECG.
Using the metric functions for both GR and ECG, we
numerically solve equations (19), (23), (25), and (22),
to respectively find their deflection angles, angular posi-
tions of their images, their magnifications, and their time
delays. Lensing by Sgr A* in GR has been extensively
studied in [6–8] by numerical methods. Here we recalcu-
late GR results for the updated values of the mass of Sgr
A* M = 5.94×109 m and the distance D = 2.43×1020 m
from Earth [27].
To find the results of ECG, we have used the metric
function (10) obtained by the continued fraction method
[11]. We have furthermore constrained the coupling con-
stant of ECG not to be larger than λ = 4.57× 1022M4;
with this value, ECG passes all the Solar System tests
to date [11]. Assuming the largest possible value of λ
allowed by Solar System tests, we find that the lensing
effects from ECG differ significantly from the GR predic-
tions.
In Table I, by using Eqs. (19) and (23), we have calcu-
lated the bending angle αˆ and the angular image position
θ for images on the same side as the source and on the
opposite side of it, which are known as primary and sec-
ondary images, respectively. We have taken D = 0.5;
meaning that the lens-source distance is the same as the
lens-observer distance. The results are presented both
in the case of GR and ECG with the coupling constant
λ/M4SgrA∗ ≈ 1.76 × 10−4. One could see that the ECG
results for deflection angle and image angular positions
(θp or |θs|) are less than their corresponding values in
GR.
We have previously shown [11] that ECG, with cou-
pling constant λ/M4SgrA∗ ≈ 1.76 × 10−4, would enlarge
the shadow of Sgr A* by an amount less than 1 nanoarc-
second. This is far lower than the resolution of today’s
observational facilities such as Event Horizon Telescope
[28, 29] and occurs because the size of the shadow of Sgr
A* is of order of 10−5 arcseconds whether or not its grav-
itational field is governed by GR or ECG. The difference
between GR and ECG results for the shadow size is three
orders of magnitude smaller and is about 1 nanoarcsec-
ond.
However we have shown here that the situation is not
quite so grim: the difference between the angular po-
sitions of primary/secondary images in ECG (with the
same value of λ) and GR could be of order of miliarcsec-
onds. This is due to the fact that, for the source positions
that we considered here, although the angular positions
of primary/secondary images in GR or ECG are of the
order of arcseconds, the difference between the GR and
ECG results can be as large as a few milliarcseconds, and
so are feasibly distinguishable with present or near-future
observations.
In Table II, we have obtained the magnification µ of
the primary and secondary images of Table I by using
Eqs. (25), (26), and (29); the time delay τ of the primary
images have been calculated by using Eq. (22). We have
not shown explicit results for the secondary images, but
have instead given the difference td = τs − τp between
the time delay of the secondary and the primary images,
the so called differential time delay, since it is of more
observational importance.
Suppose that the source is pulsating. Every phase in
its period would then appear in the secondary image, td
minutes after it appears in the primary image. Compar-
ing the results of GR and ECG in Table II, it is obvious
that the differential time delay td is lower if ECG cor-
rectly describes the strong gravitational field near the
black hole. ECG, in addition, decrease the magnifica-
tions µp and |µs| by a small amount.
5Of course observationally it is the images that are de-
tected and not the source itself. While it is possible un-
der certain circumstances to to find the distance Dds to
the source from its redshift [3], the angular position β is
not directly observable. In what follows, we propose a
scheme to find β from the primary and secondary image
positions and their differential time delays, assuming Dds
is known, along with the mass of the lens.
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FIG. 2. Finding the source position: Top: Image po-
sitions as a function of the angular source position β in GR
(dotted, red curve) and ECG (solid, blue curve) with D = 0.5.
Those lines with positive slope correspond to the primary im-
age position θp and those with negative slope to the secondary
image position |θs|. The horizontal dashed black lines indicate
the position of the primary (upper line) and secondary (lower
line) images in a particular observation. Each of these hori-
zontal lines crosses both the dotted red and solid blue lines; β
is determined by finding a common intersection point for the
two curves, illustrated by the vertical dashed black line. We
have used Sgr A* as the lens with MSgrA∗ = 5.94×109 m and
Dd = 2.43×1020 m, and have taken λ/M4SgrA∗ ≈ 1.76×10−4.
Bottom: Difference between the differential time delay in GR
with D = 0.49972, t¯d,GR, and that in ECG with D = 0.5,
td,ECG.
In the top plot of Fig. 2 we have plotted θp and |θs|,
the respective primary and secondary angular image po-
sitions (depicted by dashed horizontal lines) in GR and
ECG with D = 0.5. Each of these lines crosses both the
plot of GR and ECG. We do not know if the theory gov-
erning the strong gravitational field is GR or ECG (as-
suming that one or the other is the empirically correct
theory). However the correct theory must (for a given
set of parameters) have the same value of β at both in-
tersection points, allowing for its determination.
In certain situations the distance to the source (and
hence the value of D) may not be known. Let us clarify
the problem with an example: GR with D = 0.49972
yields the same lines for the image positions as ECG
with D = 0.5 (the solid blue curves in Fig. 2). In other
words, although β can be distinguished via the intersec-
tion points of the θp and |θs| curves with observation,
this is insufficient to determine D and distinguish be-
tween GR and ECG. In this case a measurement of the
differential time delay could be used to break this degen-
eracy. In the bottom plot in Fig. 2, we see that the dif-
ferential time delay between the secondary and primary
images in GR with D = 0.49972 is bigger than that in
ECG with D = 0.5. Provided the source is pulsating (or
has otherwise reliable variability), we could measure the
differential time delay td,obs. Now, either t¯d,GR − td,obs
or td,ECG − td,obs should be zero at a value of β consis-
tent with the aforementioned image observations (if not,
then both theories would be empirically discredited). In
conjunction with an observation of the primary and sec-
ondary images, a time delay measurement can provide
enough information to obtain β and D and distinguish
the governing theory of the gravitational field of the black
hole.
GR and ECG results for magnifications, and the time
delays of first and second order relativistic images are,
respectively, presented in Tables III and IV. First (Sec-
ond) order relativistic images are produced after the light
winds, once (twice) around the black hole before reach-
ing the observer [6]. The angular position of relativistic
images θ1p, |θ1s|, θ2p, and |θ2s| are almost independent of
angular source positions. In ECG their values are about
0.2 nanoarcseconds more than their corresponding values
in GR, an effect too tiny to be observed with today’s tele-
scopes, especially with the problem that these relativistic
images are highly demagnified. However once they could
be observed, (differential) time delay of relativistic im-
ages could be used to test ECG because their increase
compared to GR, as can be seen from Tables III and IV.
In Table V we have studied primary and secondary im-
ages in ECG when the source is closer to Sgr A*. In par-
ticular, we have taken D = 0.05. Comparing this table
with Table I (in which D = 0.5), shows that when the
source-lens distance is smaller, primary and secondary
images get closer to the line of sight to the lens (θp and
|θs| get smaller). Furthermore, a comparison of Tables
V and II shows that the magnification µp and |µs| and
the time delay of the primary image are smaller in the
case of D = 0.05 compared to D = 0.5. However the
differential time delay td = τs− τp is larger in the former
case. Similar results hold when the governing theory of
gravity is GR [8].
Although we have not in Table V presented the corre-
sponding results in GR, we have given relevant compar-
isons between GR and ECG in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 we
60 1 2 3 4
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FIG. 3. Deviation of primary image angular position
in ECG from GR for Sgr A*: The deviation increase with
angular source position β. The black dashed line is for the
case D = 0.5 and the red line is for D = 0.05. It is obvious
that, for a fixed lens-observer distance, the deviation of ECG
results for angular positions of primary images from that of
GR is larger for sources further away from the lens.
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FIG. 4. Deviation of differential time delay in ECG
from GR for Sgr A*: The differential time delay td =
τs − τp deviate from its corresponding value in GR if ECG
governs the strong gravitational field around the black hole.
The deviation increase with angular source position β. The
black dashed line is for the case D = 0.5 and the red line is for
D = 0.05. Here we see that, for a fixed lens-observer distance,
the deviation of ECG results for the differential time delay
from that of GR is larger for sources if the source is closer to
the lens.
can see that the difference between the results of ECG
and GR for the angular positions of primary images is
larger in the case D = 0.5. On the other hand, as shown
in Fig. 4, the deviation of the differential time delay td
in ECG from its corresponding GR value is larger for
D = 0.05.
We close this section by considering SMBHs in other
galaxies. We wish to see how the GR and ECG predic-
tions for GL differ when the mass and distance of the
black hole change from that of Sgr A*. In Table VI we
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
5.×10-71.×10-6
5.×10-61.×10-5
5.×10-51.×10-4
5.×10-4
FIG. 5. Deviation of primary image angular posi-
tion in ECG from GR for different SMBHs: The
ratio (θp,GR − θp,ECG) /M¯ increases as M¯ decreases. Here
M¯ = M/MSgrA∗, where M is the mass of the SMBH from
Table VI. We have taken D = 0.5. The dots refer to the nu-
merical results of Table VII for the 14 SMBHs, and the solid
curve is the interpolation between the points.
have collected some updated data of 14 galaxies [27, 30].
We have used these data in Table VII to calculate an-
gular positions and the time delays of primary images
in GR as well as ECG, along with the differential time
delay td between the secondary and primary images for
each. We have shown in Fig. 5 how the difference in the
angular position of the primary image between GR and
ECG depends on the mass of the black hole. Differential
time delays likewise have a complicated dependence on
the black hole mass; we illustrate this in Fig. 6, where we
note that this quantity is less sensitive to the mass and
mostly depends on the distance D¯d.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In its predictions for GL due to SMBHs, ECG exhibits
small but potentially observable departures from GR.
Taking the ECG coupling constant to be λ = 4.57 ×
1022M4, for which ECG passes all Solar System tests
to date [11], we find that the angular positions of pri-
mary and secondary images deviate from that of GR by
an amount of order of miliarcseconds. The ECG results
for the differential time delay, associated with primary
and secondary images, could be some tenths of seconds
shorter than the results of GR.
It is important to note that for the primary/secondary
images to be produced, the light from the source should
pass the black hole at a closest distance of order 105 r+,
where r+ is the radius of event horizon. We have shown
even in this large distance from the black hole that ECG
effects may be observable. One does not have to observe
gravitational effects in the vicinity of an horizon to test
ECG.
7TABLE I. Image positions and deflection angles of primary and secondary images due to lensing by Sgr A*
with D = 0.5: GR and ECG predictions for angular positions θ and bending angles αˆ are given for different values of angular
source position β. (a) p and s refer to primary and secondary images, respectively. (b) All angles are in arcseconds. (c) We
have used MSgrA∗ = 5.94× 109 m, Dd = 2.43× 1020 m, and λ/M4SgrA∗ ≈ 1.76× 10−4.
β General relativity Einsteinian Cubic Gravity
θp,GR αˆp,GR θs,GR αˆs,GR θp,ECG αˆp,ECG θs,ECG αˆs,ECG
0 1.44324 2.88648 −1.44324 2.88648 1.44284 2.88568 −1.44284 2.88568
10−3 1.44374 2.88548 −1.44274 2.88748 1.44334 2.88468 −1.44234 2.88668
10−2 1.44825 2.87650 −1.43825 2.89650 1.44785 2.87569 −1.43785 2.89570
10−1 1.49411 2.78821 −1.39411 2.98821 1.49369 2.78739 −1.39372 2.98743
1 2.02740 2.05479 −1.02740 4.05480 2.02692 2.05384 −1.02711 4.05422
2 2.75583 1.51166 −0.755838 5.51167 2.75534 1.51069 −0.755650 5.51130
3 3.58157 1.16314 −0.581575 7.16322 3.58095 1.16190 −0.581472 7.16294
4 4.46636 0.932720 −0.466372 8.93274 4.46578 0.931568 −0.466319 8.93264
TABLE II. Magnifications and time delays of primary and secondary images due to lensing by Sgr A* with
D = 0.5: GR and ECG predictions for magnifications µ, time delays τ , and differential time delays td = τs − τp are given for
different values of angular source position β. (a) As in Table I. (b) β is in arcseconds and time delays are in minutes. (c) As
in Table I.
β General relativity Einsteinian Cubic Gravity
µp,GR τp,GR µs,GR td,GR µp,ECG τp,ECG µs,ECG td,ECG
0 × 16.588179 × 0 × 16.588916 × 0
10−3 722.117 16.587254 −721.117 0.001830 721.715 16.588025 −720.715 0.001829
10−2 72.6630 16.579045 −71.6630 0.018297 72.6226 16.579774 −71.6230 0.018295
10−1 7.72915 16.498249 −6.72916 0.183015 7.72496 16.499004 −6.72531 0.182974
1 1.34553 15.813781 −0.345536 1.865927 1.34500 15.814701 −0.345307 1.865259
2 1.08134 15.254996 −0.0813405 3.934199 1.08107 15.256052 −0.0812885 3.933519
3 1.02708 14.835070 −0.0270804 6.358834 1.02685 14.836730 −0.0270673 6.357461
4 1.01102 14.505271 −0.0110231 9.236943 1.01087 14.507129 −0.0110196 9.235372
TABLE III. Magnifications and time delays of first order relativistic images due to lensing by Sgr A* with
D = 0.5: GR and ECG predictions for magnifications µ and time delays τ are given for different values of angular source
position β. (a) 1p and 1s refer to first order relativistic images on the same side as primary and secondary images, respectively.
(b) As in Table II. (c) As in Table I. (d) Angular positions of first order relativistic images in GR and ECG are, respectively,
θ1p,GR ≈ −θ1s,GR ≈ 26.2691µas and θ1p,ECG ≈ −θ1s,ECG ≈ 26.2693µas and are highly insensitive to the angular source position
β.
β General relativity Einsteinian Cubic Gravity
µ1p,GR τ1p,GR µ1s,GR τ1s,GR µ1p,ECG τ1p,ECG µ1s,ECG τ1s,ECG
0 × 42.673253 × 42.673253 × 42.673306 × 42.673306
10−6 8.43× 10−12 42.673253 −8.43× 10−12 42.673253 8.42× 10−12 42.673306 −8.42× 10−12 42.673306
10−5 8.43× 10−13 42.673253 −8.43× 10−13 42.673253 8.42× 10−13 42.673306 −8.42× 10−13 42.673306
10−4 8.43× 10−14 42.673253 −8.43× 10−14 42.673253 8.42× 10−14 42.673306 −8.42× 10−14 42.673306
10−3 8.43× 10−15 42.673256 −8.43× 10−15 42.673256 8.42× 10−15 42.673308 −8.42× 10−15 42.673308
10−2 8.43× 10−16 42.673280 −8.43× 10−16 42.673280 8.42× 10−16 42.673337 −8.42× 10−16 42.673337
10−1 8.43× 10−17 42.676417 −8.43× 10−17 42.676420 8.42× 10−17 42.676474 −8.42× 10−17 42.676477
1 8.43× 10−18 42.990190 −8.43× 10−18 42.990224 8.42× 10−18 42.990244 −8.42× 10−18 42.990275
8TABLE IV. Magnifications and time delays of second order relativistic images due to lensing by Sgr A* with
D = 0.5: GR and ECG predictions for magnifications µ, time delays τ , and differential time delays τ2p − τ1p are given for
different values of angular source position β. (a) 2p and 2s refer to second order relativistic images on the same side as primary
and secondary images, respectively. (b) As in Table II. (c) As in Table I. (d) Angular positions of second order relativistic
images in GR and ECG are, respectively, θ2p,GR ≈ −θ2s,GR ≈ 26.2362µas and θ2p,ECG ≈ −θ2s,ECG ≈ 26.2364µas and are
highly insensitive to the angular source position β. (e) µ2s = −µ2p to a very good approximation. (f) Explicit values of τ1p
are given in Table III.
β General relativity Einsteinian Cubic Gravity
µ2p,GR τ2p,GR τ2s,GR (τ2p − τ1p)GR µ2p,ECG τ2p,ECG τ2s,ECG (τ2p − τ1p)ECG
0 × 53.452474 53.452474 10.779221 × 53.452590 53.452590 10.779284
10−6 1.44× 10−14 53.452474 53.452474 10.779221 9.45× 10−15 53.452590 53.452590 10.779284
10−5 1.44× 10−15 53.452474 53.452474 10.779221 9.45× 10−16 53.452590 53.452590 10.779284
10−4 1.44× 10−16 53.452474 53.452474 10.779221 9.45× 10−17 53.452590 53.452590 10.779284
10−3 1.44× 10−17 53.452477 53.452477 10.779221 9.45× 10−18 53.452592 53.452592 10.779284
10−2 1.44× 10−18 53.452502 53.452502 10.779221 9.45× 10−19 53.452621 53.452621 10.779284
10−1 1.44× 10−19 53.455638 53.455642 10.779221 9.45× 10−20 53.455758 53.455759 10.779284
1 1.44× 10−20 53.769411 53.769445 10.779221 9.45× 10−21 53.769528 53.769557 10.779284
TABLE V. Primary and secondary images due to lensing by Sgr A* in ECG with D = 0.05: Angular positions θ,
bending angles αˆ, magnifications µ, time delays τ , and the differential time delay td = τs − τp are given for different values of
angular source position β. (a) As in Table I. (b) All angles are in arcseconds and time delays are in minutes. (c) As in Table
I.
β θp αˆp µp τp θs αˆs µs td
0 0.45636 9.12727 × 16.164666 −0.45636 9.12727 × 0
10−3 0.45686 9.11727 228.661 16.161775 −0.45586 9.13727 −227.661 0.005786
10−2 0.46139 9.02780 23.3201 16.135380 −0.45139 9.22782 −22.3202 0.058370
10−1 0.50909 8.18178 2.82242 15.890648 −0.40910 10.1820 −1.82255 0.579733
1 1.17691 3.53816 1.02306 14.352152 −0.17698 23.5394 −0.02313 6.792566
2 2.09915 1.98296 1.00220 13.521637 −0.09923 41.9847 −0.00224 17.96494
3 3.06782 1.35631 1.00046 13.004608 −0.06791 61.3581 −0.00049 34.84736
4 4.05133 1.02664 1.00014 12.631702 −0.05143 81.0285 −0.00016 57.78042
There are several short period stars (the so-called S-
stars) orbiting around Sgr A* whose semimajor axes are
less than 105 r+ [31]. Nowadays the observation of these
S-stars are possible with good precision [32]. We propose,
as a direction of future study, to investigate the orbit
of S-stars in ECG and to compare it with observational
results now available [32, 33].
As for GR [6, 8], in ECG relativistic images are pro-
duced after the light winds around the black hole. For
these images to be produced the light must pass the black
hole very closely. Consider the first order relativistic
image. The closest approach of the light is ∼ 1.55 r+,
which is very close to the radius of the photon sphere,
rps = 1.5 r+, where the shadow is produced. The light
must get closer and closer to the photon sphere to pro-
duce higher and higher order relativistic images. We have
seen in our previous paper [11] that the effects of ECG on
the angular radius of the shadow of Sgr A* is less than
1 nanoarcseconds. Here we see that the same thing is
also true for the angular positions of relativistic images.
In this case the differential time delay between relativis-
tic images could be used to test ECG, if (since they are
highly demagnified) these images could ever be observed.
Finally we have also studied GR and ECG predictions
for lensing effects by some SMBHs in other galaxies. We
find that GR and ECG results for the differential time
delay between primary and secondary images could differ
by an amount of more than one minute for some distant
SMBHs. The deviation between GR and ECG predic-
tions for image angular positions depends mostly on the
mass of black hole and is reminiscent to what we have
found in [11]. Very massive ECG black holes are almost
like ordinary Schwarzschild black holes. However inter-
mediate mass ECG black holes deviate significantly. This
point needs further study and we leave it for future work.
9TABLE VI. Masses and distances of SMBHs: Masses (M) and distances (Dd) of SMBHs at the center of 14 galaxies.
The data for Sgr A* at the center of Milky Way Galaxy has been taken from [27]. The data of other black holes are from [30].
Galaxy M (m) Dd (m) Dd/M Galaxy M (m) Dd (m) Dd/M
Milky Way 5.94× 109 2.43× 1020 4.09× 1010 M31 2.11× 1011 2.39× 1022 1.13× 1011
M87 9.08× 1012 5.15× 1023 5.67× 1010 NGC 1023 6.10× 1010 3.34× 1023 5.48× 1012
NGC 1194 1.05× 1011 1.79× 1024 1.70× 1013 NGC 1316 2.50× 1011 6.47× 1023 2.59× 1012
NGC 1332 2.17× 1012 6.99× 1023 3.22× 1011 NGC 1407 6.87× 1012 8.95× 1023 1.30× 1011
NGC 3607 2.02× 1011 6.99× 1023 3.46× 1012 NGC 3608 6.87× 1011 7.02× 1023 1.02× 1012
NGC 4261 7.81× 1011 9.99× 1023 1.28× 1012 NGC 4374 1.37× 1012 5.71× 1023 4.17× 1011
NGC 4382 1.92× 1010 5.52× 1023 2.88× 1013 NGC 4459 1.03× 1011 4.94× 1023 4.80× 1012
TABLE VII. Image positions and time delays due to lensing by SMBHs: GR and ECG predictions for angular
positions θ and the time delays τ of primary images as well as the differential time delays td = τs − τp are given for different
SMBHs. We have also presented the difference between GR and ECG predictions θp and td. (a) As in Table I. (b) All angles
are in arcseconds and time delays are in minutes. (c) We have taken D = 0.5, β = 1arcsecond, and λ ≈ 2.19× 1035m4.
Galaxy General relativity Einsteinian Cubic Gravity
θp,GR τp,GR td,GR θp,ECG τp,ECG td,ECG θp,GR − θp,ECG td,GR − td,ECG
Milky Way 2.02740 15.813781 1.865927 2.02692 15.814701 1.865259 0.00048 0.000668
M31 1.50121 572.58323 114.0235 1.50082 572.62936 113.9949 0.00039 0.028667
M87 1.82348 24351.162 3386.221 1.82311 24352.391 3385.616 0.00037 0.605146
NGC 1023 1.01532 168.51053 506.3728 1.01478 168.99269 505.8833 0.00055 0.489513
NGC 1194 1.00495 288.99871 2485.346 1.00442 291.45661 2482.897 0.00053 2.449040
NGC 1316 1.03184 689.09579 1091.665 1.03136 689.95441 1090.821 0.00048 0.844443
NGC 1332 1.21708 5949.7675 2142.847 1.21665 5950.8862 2141.989 0.00043 0.858462
NGC 1407 1.45027 18653.830 4008.966 1.44985 18655.784 4007.738 0.00042 1.228134
NGC 3607 1.02405 558.79222 1126.096 1.02354 559.78355 1125.090 0.00052 1.005752
NGC 3608 1.07727 1892.5635 1461.592 1.07678 1893.6209 1460.614 0.00049 0.978089
NGC 4261 1.06265 2154.3003 1960.302 1.06211 2155.8850 1958.763 0.00054 1.539308
NGC 4374 1.17344 3750.3521 1586.191 1.17299 3751.3033 1585.447 0.00045 0.744141
NGC 4382 1.00295 53.070206 750.1476 1.00239 53.891505 749.3269 0.00057 0.820750
NGC 4459 1.01740 283.95236 761.0761 1.01685 284.69833 760.3394 0.00055 0.736695
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